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Abstract— Business organizations of same industry
sector generally communicate with each other for
selective data sharing purposes and to collaborate with
each other to achieve their business goals. Hence to
reduce the operational costs and to increase the revenues
the corporate network should choose right sharing
platform. In this paper, we present BestPeer++ strategy
which is a system that delivers elastic data sharing
services for corporate network applications in Cloud
based on Peer to Peer (P2P) based data management
platform.By integrating Cloud computing, Database and
Peer to Peer technologies into one system, BestPeer++
provides an economical, flexible and scalable platform
for corporate network applications and delivers data
sharing services based on Pay-as-you-go business model.
We evaluate BestPeer++ on Amazon EC2 Cloud platform
that can demonstrate linear scalability for throughput
with respect to the number of nodes.
Keywords— Peer to peer systems, Amazon EC2 Cloud,
Pay-As-You-Go model, Map Reduce, Query processing

network applications, with the following distinguished
features.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A warehousing solution like HadoopDB has some
deficiencies in real deployment. First, the corporate
network needs to scale up to support thousands of
participants, while the installation of a large-scale
centralized data warehouse system entails nontrivial costs
including huge hardware/software investments and high
maintenance cost. In the real world, most companies are not
keen to invest heavily on additional information systems
until they can clearly see the potential return on investment
(ROI). Second, companies want to fully customize the
access control policy to determine which business partners
can see which part of their shared data. Data sharing is
achieved by building a centralized data warehouse, which
periodically extracts data from the internal production
systems (e.g., ERP) of each company for subsequent
querying. Unfortunately, most of the data warehouse
solutions fail to offer such flexibilities. Finally, to
maximize the revenues, companies often dynamically
I. INTRODUCTION
adjust their business process and may change their business
The rise and evolution of the peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing partners. Therefore, the participants may join and leave the
networks and some of the reasons for their popularity are corporate networks at will. The data warehouse solution has
introduced in this paper. In addition, the security not been designed to handle such dynamicity.
implications to users' computers, networks, and
information, are also examined. And finally, the status of
MERITS & DEMERITS
P2P networks in business is discussed, as well as a
summary of the current state of the security risks of this
1. It can provide affordable store of all company’s
technology. Companies of the same industry sector are
data for later use.
often connected into a corporate network for collaboration
2. It can provide another copy available for use
purposes. Each company maintains its own site and
(Resilient to failure).
selectively shares a portion of its business data with the
3. Most of the data warehouse solutions fail to offer
others. Examples of such corporate networks include
such flexibilities.
supply chain networks where organizations such as
4. Solution has not been designed to handle such
suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers collaborate with
dynamicity.
each other to achieve their very own business goals
including planning production-line, making acquisition
strategies and choosing marketing solutions. Integrating
cloud computing, database, and peer-to-peer (P2P)
technologies, BestPeer++ achieves its query processing
efficiency and is a promising approach for corporate
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IV. LIMITATION
PROBLEM:
Most of the data warehouse solutions fail to offer the access
control policy to determine which business partners can see
which part of their shared data.
SOLUTION:
BestPeer++ achieves its query processing efficiency to handle
sharing data within the corporate networks.

Fig 1: System Architecture
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

V.METHODOLOGY
A. BestPeer++ :

The main contribution of this paper is the design of
BestPeer++ system that provides economical, flexible and
scalable solutions for corporate network applications. We
demonstrate the efficiency of BestPeer++ by benchmarking
BestPeer++ against HadoopDB, a recently proposed largescale data processing system, over a set of queries designed
for data sharing applications. By means of simple and lowoverhead queries, the performance of BestPeer++ will be
significantly better than HadoopDB. The unique challenges
posed by sharing and processing data in an inter-businesses
environment and proposed BestPeer++, a system which
delivers elastic data sharing services, by integrating cloud
computing, database, and peer-to-peer technologies.
BestPeer++ is deployed as a service in the cloud. To form a
corporate network, companies simply register their sites
with the BestPeer++ service provider, launch BestPeer++
instances in the cloud and finally export data to those
instances for sharing.

BestPeer++ employs a hybrid design for achieving high
performance query processing. The major workload of a
corporate network is simple, low overhead queries. Such
queries typically only involve querying a very small
number of business partners and can be processed in short
time. Best- Peer++ is mainly optimized for these queries.
For infrequent time-consuming analytical tasks, we provide
an interface for exporting the data from Best- Peer++ to
Hadoop and allow users to analyze those data using
MapReduce.
The software components of BestPeer++ are separated
into two parts: core and adapter.
Core :
The core contains all the data sharing functionalities and
is designed to be platform independent.
Adapter :
The adapter contains one abstract adapter which defines
the elastic infrastructure service interface and a set of
concrete adapter components which implement such an
MERITS & DEMERITS
interface through APIs provided by specific cloud service
1. Our system can efficiently handle typical workloads providers (e.g., Amazon).
in a corporate network and can deliver near linear
query throughput as the number of normal peers
B. Amazon Cloud Adapter
grows. BestPeer++ adopts the pay-as-you-go
business model popularized by cloud computing.
Amazon EC2 service to provision the database server. Each
2. BestPeer++ extends the role-based access control for time a new business joins the BestPeer++ network, a dedicated
the inherent distributed environment of corporate
EC2 virtual server is launched for that business. The newly
networks.
launched virtual server (called a BestPeer++ instance) runs a
3. BestPeer++ employs P2P technology to retrieve data dedicated MySQL database software and the BestPeer++
software. The BestPeer++ instance is placed in a separate
between business partners.
4. BestPeer++ is a promising solution for efficient data network security group (i.e., a VPN) to prevent invalid data
access. Users can only use BestPeer++ software to submit
sharing within corporate networks.
queries to the network. Amazon relational data service (RDS)
to back up and scale each BestPeer++ instance.2 The whole
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MySQL database is backed up to Amazon’s reliable EBS
storage devices in a four-minute window. In order to provide
high availability service, BestPeer++ performs asynchronous
back-up operation, and there will be no service interrupt
during the back-up process. The scaling scheme of BestPeer++
consists of two dimensions: processing and storage, which
scale up independently according to user’s computation
requirement. Initially, each BestPeer++ instance is launched as
a m1.small EC2 instance (1 virtual core, 1.7 GB memory) with
5 GB storage space. With the growth of business demand, user
can scale up to a more powerful EC2 instance (e.g., m1.large
instance which has four virtual cores and 7.5 GB memory). In
another word, there is no limitation on the resources used. The
Amazon Cloud Adapter also provides automatic fail-over
service. In a BestPeer++ network, a special BestPeer++
instance (called bootstrap peer) monitors the health of all other
BestPeer++ instances, by querying the Amazon Cloud Watch
service. If an instance fails to respond to the bootstrap peer
(e.g., crashed), Amazon Cloud Adapter is called to perform
fail-over for that instance.
Map/Reduce
 Programming model from LISP(and other functional
languages).
 Easy to distribute across nodes
 Nice retry/failure semantics

BestPeer++ provides two services for the participants: the
storage service and search service, both of which are charged
in a pay-as-you-go model. The semantics of query processing
in the BestPeer++. After data are exported from thelocal

business system into a BestPeer++ instance, the schema
mapping rules to transform them into the predefined
formats. In this way, given a table T inthe global schema,
each peer essentially maintains a horizontal partition of it.

VI. ALGORITHM

Pay-as-you-go Query Processing
BestPeer++ provides two services for the participants: the
storage service and search service, both of which are charged
in a pay-as-you-go model. The pay as-you-go query processing
module which offers an optimal performance within the user’s
budget.
The semantics of query processing in the BestPeer++. After
data are exported from the local business system into a
BestPeer++ instance, the schema mapping rules to transform
them into the predefined formats. In this way, given a table T
in the global schema, each peer essentially maintains a
horizontal partition of it.
BestPeer++ network deployed on Amazon Cloud
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Query Semantic :

Result of query
Adaptive Query Processing Results

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section evaluates the performance and throughput of
BestPeer++ on Amazon cloud platform. For the performance
benchmark, we compare the query latency of BestPeer++ with
HadoopDB using five queries selected from typical corporate
network applications workloads. For the throughput
benchmark, we create a simple supply-chain network
consisting of suppliers and retailers and study the query
throughput of the system.

A. Throughput Benchmarking
This section studies the query throughput of BestPeer++.
HadoopDB is not designed for high query throughput,
therefore, we intentionally omit the results of HadoopDB and
only present the results of BestPeer++. We conduct two tiers
of benchmark evaluation for the performance and scalability of
BestPeer++, respectively.
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To demonstrate our adaptive query processing strategy, we
further evaluate query using three different engines separately
alone, namely the P2P engine, the MapReduce engine and the
adaptive query engine for BestPeer++. To start with, we
compile and execute query on either the P2P engine or the
MapReduce engine. In each case, we enforce our query
planner to invoke either the P2P engine or the MapReduce
engine alone, regardless of the possible cost. As described in
the previous experiment, the execution strategies of these two
engines differ from each other in the way that they shuffles
intermediate data and organize the joins, which leads to a
considerable performance gap. We then use our adaptive
processing engine to make comparison.
The performance of these three processing strategy. The
P2P engine works better in a smaller scale (10 data nodes).
With the increase of data scale, we witness a decent
performance gain from the MapReduce engine, who then
outperforms the P2P engine at the scale of 20 and 50 data
nodes. Such a trend complies the prediction of our cost model
in the sense that the P2P engine handles lighter workload
nicely, while on the contrary, the MapReduce scales better
with more complex queries.
Taking use of the insight that our cost model gives, the
adaptive engine switches between the P2P engine and the
MapReduce engine to accommodate itself to a vaster variety of
queries in a cost efficient way. The results from Fig. 11 shows
the effectiveness end efficiency of the adaptive engine. With a
negligible overhead for constructing plans for both engine and
evaluating the cost, the performance of the adaptive engine
approaches whatever the better one under different workload
setups.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We have discussed the unique challenges posed by sharing and
processing data in an inter-businesses environment and
proposed BestPeer++, a system which delivers elastic data
sharing services, by integrating cloud computing, database,
and peer-to-peer technologies. The benchmark conducted on
Amazon EC2 cloud platform shows that our system can
efficiently handle typical workloads in a corporate network
and can deliver near linear query throughput as the number of
normal peers grows. Index and optimizer manage the local
data and improve the query processing with the database. The
performance of BestPeer++ is significantly better than
HadoopDB. Therefore, BestPeer++ is a promising solution for
efficient data sharing within corporate networks.
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IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
In future, Bestpeer++ will promise to handle the efficient data
sharing within the corporate networks.
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